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The Watch-Lists As A Means For Violating Human Rights
There are two kinds of countries: these which have established within their legislation the notion
of the watch-lists and these which they have not.
Common sense, according to my opinion, dictates the conclusion that, the countries which
adopt practically and legally the notion of watch-lists, they actually have not even one chance to
survive
Currently, the international community is being dominated by the British settler-colonialism. And
the cooperating countries (U.S.A., Russia, Israel and Turkey), according to undeniable historical
evidence, they keep, for ages, abuse chemical, biological and other kinds of unconventional
weapons for both, political oppression, as well as, for involuntary human experiments. Also,
they are, literary, “champions” in perpetrating illegitimate gang-stalking against legitimate and
innocent, political dissidents and human rights activists.
According to the well known settler-colonisers’ immorality, they do not hesitate at all to slander
anyone, as crazy; as having cholera, or, aids, or, embola, or any other kind of trait able to cause
the victim’s inclusion in a watch-list. And even worst, they are so ruthless that, if anyone of their
victims dares to justly, deny the fabricated reasons for its inclussion in one or more watch-lists,
the colonisers are willing and quite able to actually cause the related trait and/or sickness to
their victims in order to unjustly vindicate themselves as slanderers.
For the above reasons and as far as the contemporary settler-colonialism keeps dominating the
entire international-community, the watch-lists should be terminated at once.
However, in order for the appropriate authorities to rescue the citizens from the mere existence
of these watch-lists, these authorities should, previously, become able to publicly pronounce
notions like, claustrum-manipulating electronic brain implants, gang-stalking, settler-colonialism,
RNM technology, human-rights, colonising non-uniformed army, directed-energy weapons,
bioterrorism, etc.
Are, security authorities able and willing to pronounce publicly these notions, existing?
Christos Boumpoulis
economist
P.S.: The innocent citizens we are being facing the threat of unjustly becoming included within
such watch-lists and then, if we find it out and complain, we shall face the threat of our lives
becoming destroyed in order for the colonisers’ criminality not to become expossed. Are, the
Security Authorities’ members, pretending ignorance about the essential of this issue in order
to avoid becoming themselves unjustly included in any of these watch-lists?.
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